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Polygraph Tests: The Influence of the Subjects'Previous Experience
THONNEY, JAIMEl, YAMAMOTO NAo皿0 (山本直宏) 1,
and HATAYAMA ToslIITERU (畑山俊輝) I
( Tohoku Uniuersity)
皿e objectives of the preseT-t research were to investigate how the accuracy ｡f the polygraph is
inHuenced by tlle Subjects 'previous experience, and to ir-vestlgate Which aulonomic respoIISe Provided
betler accllraCy rates When considered separately･ We hyp｡thesized that the accmacy oftlle p｡1粗aprl test
and the subjects'exposure to it were in an inverse relationship言mearl,ng ht the polygraph technique
would imreaSe its e的ctiveness if applied to `naive'ss･･ Forty-three Llniverslty Students particIPated ill an
experiment mat used he stimulation test (part of the pol河aPh pro-test) and tl-e subject's I,reviollS
eXpehence as manlpulated variables･ llhe hypothesis could not be substantiated statislically河Ie Slngle
individllal parameter that provided better results seemed to be the galvanic skin response, Which coincides
with other experimental repons･
Key words: polygraph, guilty knowledge test, slJhjects, subject's experience, autonomic
reSpOnSeS･
Introduction
polygraphic tests are based on assumptlOIIS about the relationships between subjective
emotional states on one hand and physiologlCal responses on the other･ Since there is no speci丘c
pattem of physiological response to deception (Orne & Waid, 1981), the rationale that a higher
degree of autonomic disturbance implies a higher probability of decept10n, although not always
valid, occupleS a Central role in the test･
In our previous study (Thonney, Yamamoto 皮 Hatayama, 2004), we addressed the e胱ct of
the subjects 'beliefs on the technique 'S precision･ The stimulation test ( 'sT', part of the pro-test
of a polygraph examination) was the chosen treatment since the ST is supposed to increase the
e範ctiveness of the technique by inHuenclng the subjects 'suggestibility･ Usually presented as a
way to `reassure the innocent suspect and increase the fear of detection of the guilty one'(Matte,
1996)言t usually consists of a deception什om the polygraphers (Orne 皮 Waid, 1981; Vrij, 2000),
which is intended to increase their expectations about the accuracy of the test･ According to the
hypothesis of our study (Thonney et ale, 2004), the polygraph test would render higher accuracy
rates if the ST was applied; yet the hypothesis could not be statistically substantiated･
It is important to stress that the underlying psycholog.col factor that might explain the
e胱ctiveness of the ST such as reponed ill the neld言s the suggestibility of the subjects･
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All the pa.tlCIPantS Of the mentioned experiment belonged to the Psychology Department of
Tohoku Universlty; the susceptibility to suggestion of psychology students was thought to be less
than the average -in prlnCiple because their infbrmation about psychologlCal phenomena is more
than the average･ We wondered if our subjects were representative of the general population.
Another factor seemed to play an important role: many tlmeS experimenters and subjects were
friends, a situation rather difSerent from the usual context in which polygraph tests are applied: all
/一′
the settlngS Of the experiment were veIY different from those of real-life situations･
It was only natural then to wonder to what extent d胱rent subjects, with d鵬rential degrees
of suggestibility, would react to me ST･ Specincally, ln the present experiment the accuracy of a
polygraph technique applied to a group of `inexperienced'subjects was compared to me
accuracy of the same technique applied to a group of `experienced'subjects. In this respect, the
present experiment addresses issues pending請m the previous one and is its complement･
We hypomesized that the polygraph test would provide better accuracy rates if the subjects
lacked experience, that is, exposme to the test or to the conditions of psychophysiologlCal testlng
in general; we also con】ectured mat the ST itself would have a larger e鵬ct on inexperienced
subjects.
Secondarily and as a complement to our血st experiment, we intended to go on explorlng me
d鵬rent accuracies of d鵬rent autonomic responses when used separately to interpret polygraph
technique cha叶s, evaluatlng them through exclusively quantitative means･
Method
PartlC-Pants
Fony three subjects took pan in the experime叫their ages ranged血om 20 to 30 years old,
the average heing 22 y/o; twenty eight of them were male and fifteen female･
App a ra tuses
AHer the completion of the questionnaire the subjects entered an electrically-shielded room
where the experiment would be conducted･ Once they were mere, the experimenters attached a
skin conductance response meter ( `BioDerm'mode1 2701) and a perspiration meter (Skinos
model SKD-2000) to them･ A breathing pick-up ( 'Nihon Kohden'model SR-601S) was fastened
to the subjects to record their resplratiom electrodes f♭r cardiac activlty Were applied to them. The
psychophysiologlCal responses were amp愉ed outside the room by a NEC Biotop 6R-12 and
shown on a Macintosh computer display･ The Windows `powerLab'model ML780 was used to
record and analyze the data through its application `chan 5'･
Stimuli
The same stimulus used in the 島eld during the ST (a tricked deck of cards) was used.
D･ocedure
A questionnaire was especially designed and applied to the subjects that pa血cIPated in the
whole experimental design (including those that had previously pa誼cipated in the鉦st series of
tests)･ That questionnaire divided them into two groups∴experienced'and `inexperienced',
according to the fbllowlng Criteria:
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･ Tlheir familiarity with the laboratoγ
･ Tlheir familiarity with the e坤)erimenters･
･ Tlheir theoretical A-u)ledge ｡fpsychology･
･ Tlheir personal aperience as suby'ects of psychological research･
･ Tlheir precious eHPerience as researcheTS･
The questionnaire was stmctured in three levels of experience: each question could be
answered with a `low' (0 points)∴intermediate'(1 point) or `high'(2 points) level-0r
experience answer. Each subject was asked to nll in the questionnaire eiher a範r the experiment･
F叫percent of the `inexperienced subjects'and的y percent of the `experienced subjects'
took a polygraph examination without any experimental manipulationi the treatment (Stimulation
Test) was applied to the other half of each group･
In the so-called `Condition I'-in which no stimhtion test was applied- each subject had to
pick one offlVe Cards he could not see; I.ve difrerent cards were shown to the subjects beforehand･
In the `condition II'-where he subjects'expectations were manlp山ated- these鱒ve d胱rent
cards were changed so mat they were all the same･ During the ST the experimenters always knew
which card the subjects had picked声he experimenters used that knowledge to try to impress the
subjects with the polygraph accuracy･
This series of 'mock GKTs', ln Which the five cards are the same,.s a standard ST･ AHer
the three mock trials we told he subjects we would analyze their responses and then we
'infbrmed'the subject which response of the nve altematives had been a lie: `We believe the
card you just picked is [C.g.I the King of Diamonds'･ Of course, We knew the subject had picked
me King of Diamond: all nve cards had been Kings of Diamonds･ The rationale of this technique
is that the Ss will believe the polygraph is unbeatable and believe deceptlOn WOuld be pointless
because the record would reveal it; also that their belief will increase the accuracy of the device･
The set of stimuli was the same used in the previous experiment with `experienced Ss'only
(Thonney, Yamamoto 皮 Hatay繍ma, 2004)･
A鮎r the ST three to血ve more trials were conducted一山s time without any experimental
manlPulation･ The responses of these trials were analyzed to see if the GKT accuracy had
increased a範r we applied me ST･皿the subjects were deceived with respect to the real
mechanism and objective of the experime叫the cards were changed a‰° each trial to avoid
suspicions. Each subject completed an average of ten trials･
A standard D･ Lykken 's Guilty Knowledge Technique was applied fbr bom conditions: The
subjects were asked to reply with one word ( `No') to the questions asked by the expehmenter
outside the shielded room through the intercom告he same question ( `Did you pick the Queen of
Hearts?') was asked r.ve times. one for each cards including the buffer; the subjects had to answer
'No'for all of them･ One of the negative responses would thererore be a lie, hut only one･
The rationales of the technique are that: (1) the psychophysiological indexes change when
me subject recognizes a meaning請l stimulus占he CKT is usually regarded as a kind of recognition
test used to determine if suspects a chme iden的r the crime-related details, which constitutes proof
of their involvement (Nakayama, 2002)･ (2) The highest autonomic response indicates me
deceptive statement. To make this rationale valid the I.rst stimulus was changed (dummy or buHer
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question) since a higher psyche-physiologic response is always expected during me餓st stimulus
of a set; consequently, m each trials there were four valid opt10nS･
A餓st advantage of me GKT is that regardless of the subject being high or low in reactivlty,
his response to this s.gniflCant alternative will be stronger than to the other, nob-slgniflCant OneS
(Lykken, 1974)i A second one is that unless a complete habituation has occumed (that is no
responses are elicited by any of me stimuli), g巾ty suspects may show relatively higher responses
to the relevant stimuli `eve孟when both types of responses were attenuated.'(Ben-Shakhar &
Elaad, 1997).
The experimenter was `blind'to the card the subjects picked, as it happens in a real context
of lie detection吉he responses were written down on the subjects '制es and sealed to be contrasted
with the experimenter 's scorlng Of the cha叶s later･ We also tried to reproduce言n the experiment,
the way ln Which real STs are camied out in real settlngS･
The subjects 'utterances and psyche-physiologlCal responses were recorded on the hard disk
in the PC･ When all the trials were completed, the accuracy of th'e polygraph test was compared
for the four groups (Condition I a II, Inexperienced and Experienced Ss) according to three single
evaluation parameters ･
Data eualuation: criteria
Since there is no universally accepted criterion to score polygraphic chaltS. Clearly defined
quantitative criteria were used･ The餓st of those criteria was an operational de血ition, stmctured
using traditional psychophysiological descriptions (Schneide-an 皮 Dauth, 1 974). F苗een heaれ
periods (from systolic tip to systolic tip) aHer each question were measured, then the minimum HP
was subtracted請m the maximum HP, and the la喝eSt d雌rence was assumed illdicative of
deceptlOn.
The heart rate. a parameter used in the field. was used as a second criterion. The heart rate
is demed繍S `me number of heaれ beats in one minute言the response that presented the highest
hea血 rate of the fbur altematives was considered the deceptlVe One･
The 3rd evaluation criterion was a combined GSR amplitude and duration measurement,
also a real-雌practice (Matte, 1996)I In principle, the amplitude of GSR responses was
considered; yet言f the overshootlng Of the responses made the use of GSR amplitude impossible
(when the GSR reaction surpassed the sensitivity of the apparatus) the duration replaced the
height of the response as the used criterion, measurlng lt at OVerShootlng level to equalize the
criteria for all four opt10nS in each trial The double-peaked 'complex responses', theoretically
caused by the examinee's realization he may have reacted to hat panicular question thereby
causing a second stimulation of the sweat glands (Fowles言974; Ma請e, 1996) Were considered as
pan of one response･ The double-peak durations were measured togemer since this second heave
of the GSR line is supposedly caused by the subject's fear that he may have been detected when
lying･
Statistic･al analysis
The Mann-Whitney test was applied to determine me statistical relevance of the d鵬rent
accuracy of the GKT for the four groups considered (Inexperienced Ss + ST Inexperienced Ss
- ST, Expehenced Ss + ST, Experienced Ss - ST,) and the mree parameters used (HP, HR, GSR)
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Results
-　Figure 1 shows the average scores resulting from the application of the initial questionnaire
for all the subjects in both conditions (ST applied and not applied); the graph discriminates
between inexperienced and experienced subjects and between conditions I and II･ The minimum
possible score of the questionnaire was 0 point (perfectly nai've subjects) and the maximum was
17 (extremely experienced subjects). The average score of the `inexperienced subjects'for
condition I was 2.5膏r Condition II言t was 3.2. The averages scores of the `experienced
subjects'were 12･4 arld 14･5 respectively･
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A範r the completion of each expehme叫the numerical scores of the HR･ HP and GSR
responses of each trial were written in a table占hen the subjects '創es were open to contrast those
results with the ground tmh (the創es) and determine the accuracy of each parameter･ If the
highest autonomic response coHesponded to the decei血reply the trial was considered success肌
Table 1 shows an example from a real subje叫the intensity Of the autonomic disturbances was
the criterion to determine which utterance coHesponded to the deceptlVe Statement･
Figure 2 shows the accuacy percentages according to condition･ previous experience･ and
autonomic response･ Statistically speaking'none ofl the results was smaller than O･05: therefbre,
the d雌rences in the accuracy of the test fbr each group were not slgnmcant･ Figme 2 shows the
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Table 1 Four GSR responses of a trial･ The highest one corresponded to the deceptlVe
statement (血om a real subject)
CSR amplitude CSR len如l
Question 2　　　　　　-0,041 V
QuestioI1 3　　　　　　5,508 V　　　　　　　2,725 see possLble dmFn剛
Question 4　　　　_ 1,438V
Question 5　　　　　　5,508 V 1,312 see
Tria1#2 ?VW7F柳?2?esult: thecards110uldbethe AeeorClubs ?T44U54eTﾄDUDT5D簸?
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obtained accuracy rates in a graph声he autonomic response that provided hotter accuracy rates
was the galvanic skin response･　　　　　　　　　　ノ
一◆- He劃直Pcdod
･4g･･ ･･ Heart Rate
rg- GSR
t一一一一一一一▲ 
〆/∴∴ 
FL'gure 2･ A.･JCuraCy Per.･,entageS rear,hod hy the guilty A.lOWledge technique
according to condition (stimulation tests applied and not applied), su霊,jects 'previoTs
exposure to Ale test (expcrie,-cd and inexperienced subjects),.and autonom.c
respo一一se considered･ The accuracy expected a(煩,rding to chance IS 250/. ･
The lowest accuracy obtained (16 %, Exp･ Ss no ST) C｡nesponded to hea血 period声he
highest accuracy obtained (42･31 % Inexp･ Ss ST) was provided by the scoring of skin responses.
Table 2 shows the accuacy rates for wach condition, sample and autollOmic response･
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Table 2 CKT‥ Accuracy percentages according to condition, subjectsうprevious exposme to me test, and
autonomic response considered･
EXpSsExpSslnexpSslneXpSs 
NoST TNo TST 
HP ?bS#rS#津?S#づSrR?
HR ?４#"ﾃCBS3????BﾃC３?
GSR ?"S3?c?3??SC"ﾃ3??
Accuracy expected柵Om chance - 25% (114)
Discussion
ノ
This experiment explored the innuence of the subjects 'previous experience on the accuracy
of the technique亘was both a corollaIY and the continuation of a previous experiment of the same
authors, since it was thought impo血nt to assess the test's accuracy on people who were not
acquainted with the technique or the expehmental settlngS･ In that preceding experiment, the
inHuence of a real-鵬practice (ST) on the results of the polygraph examination was the addressed
phenomenom the ST 's e胱ct is based on the phenomenon of suggestibility and it was only natural
to enqulre tO What extent it would work better on naive people･ Inasmuch as the hypomesis could
not be proven言t cannot be said that the experience or knowledge of the subjects a胱ct the test's
outcomes, or that the ST works better fb∫ inexperienced subjects･
It is impoHant to suess that detection of deception in the肘d usuauy involves subject matter
hat is inherently arousi喝uP tO date research (Nakayama, 2002) suppoHs the idea of the
relevance of di鵬rent sons of stimuli. The鰭ct that me stimuli used did not have any kind of
emotional value and the subjects had nothing to lose or gain by lying may be related to the low
accuracy percentages obtained. but then again the precision of the polygraph test in itself was not
me issue addressed. In this respect言t lS good to bear in mind the basis of the phenomenon of the
lie-detection techniques.
There are essentially two approaches to the detection of deception: the academic one and
that of professional polygraphers･ Field practitioners try to structure a situation in which they can
make a diagnosis of deceptlOn声heir血al diagnosis is not based on a slngle measure, but
represents a global decision言ncluding all of the infbrmation known about me case･ In con調st,
laboratory studies are concerned with valylng Procedures and studying the resulting effect･ uslng
explicitly de血ed criteria as dependent variables･ This approach (explicidy demed criteria･
quantitative considerations only) has been the approach of me present research･
since the expehment intended to investigate the relative inHuence of specinc variables
(subjects 'experience and expectations)言t was valid to血d out meir comparative weight by using
single parameters (ECG period, ECG rate, GSR) and contrasting the results a‰r altering the
variables.
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Ⅲso in血is respect言t lS good to remember the請ndamentals of lie-detection research. There
are two lie-detection paradigms･ In the Guilty Person Paradigm, there are only two optlOnS, and
ea-ch subject/suspect can be either innocent or guilty, that is `deceitful'or `truthful'. The
experimenterlpolygrapher working under a Guilty Person Paradigm has a 50 % chance o仁being
right'and a 50% chance of `being wrong'when judging a subject deceit帥or not. Under the
Guilty Knowledge Paradigm there are three, four, or five opt10mSi Only one of them is the deceitful
one･ The accuracy according to chance in the Guilty Knowledge Paradigm is less than a 50%;
it is ll3 (33%), liヰ (25%), 115 (20%), etc, depending on the number of options. In the present
research we chose to use a Guilty Knowledge Paradigm since a Guilty Person Paradigm Implies
the staglng Of a phony or `mock'crime, a practice that has been severely criticized fb∫ its飴･ke
and 'unrealistic quality (Bradley 皮 Cuen, 1993)〟 Any comparison of the present results with other
experimental result must consider the paradigm under which the experiments were conducted,
and the conesponding accuracy according to chancel
Related to the previous considerations, the relative impoTta'nce attributed to each
psychophysiologlCal index in scorlng POlygraph charts should be highlighted as well･ This research
showed results that reached a 290/o accuracy for HP, 31 % for HR and 420/o for GSR in 250/o
chance level Guilty Knowledge Paradigm･ In this respect the results matched -or surpassed-
previous experimental designs that used only one autonomic response to score the cha叫e･g･ the
1992 Matte and Reuss experiment (24% for GSR and 32% for cardio channel, in a 500/o chance
level Guilty Subject Paradigm) (Matte, 1 996) ･ They also correspond to the relative weight of single
parameters according to scoring so血wares like PolyScore (54% to GSR, 8 % to HR) or so-called
called `2･13 algorithm'(50% to GSR, 25% to heaれ responses) (Matte, 1996).
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